The consensus is that nature is a tremendous source of ideas for innovative designs that can meet various specific functional needs, relevant to society. Designs rely on structural, constructional, process-based and behavioral traits that all result from a natural trial-and-error cycle: evolution. Being one of the pillars of biomimicry, through billion years of evolution, nature has experimented and found what works and lasts, and what does not. Evidently, this has attracted scientists, especially engineers, trying to understand working natural designs, and translate them into applicable, working synthetic designs. The 'Biomimetic Design Method' forms the underlying conceptual framework to analytically decode biologically functions and designs. However, even though the evolutionary process is considered key to all this, it is generally overlooked in this conceptual thinking. The general assumption is that particular functions in organisms result from a natural selection process that optimized the underlying design for a particular function, thereby overlooking that an organism actually represents the possibly best compromise between all its functions needed to survive, to reproduce and to produce fit offspring. Many evolutionary processes thus yield suboptimal design components that, when put together, provide an optimized organismal design that manages to perform as good as needed, within a given environment. Such evolutionary limitations thus create possible pitfalls for bio-inspired design thinking. But, when considering them as a structural part of the design thinking process ('evomimetics'), they actually create opportunities for an improved translation of biology into optimally functioning designs. Using specific examples from evolutionary biology, these processes are explained, and recommendations are formulated.
INTRODUCTION
Nature has been a source of inspiration for naturalists, artists and also engineers, acting as a true idea generator [1] . A three-fold role has been awarded to nature within this context: it can act as a model (for imitating natural designs and processes), as a measure (assuming that nature's results are a reference to what works and lasts), and as a mentor (for valuing nature in its widest possible form) [2] . No matter how or for what purpose, the evolutionary history and mechanisms resulting in natural systems and processes, as we know them, are considered key when trying to use nature as this idea generator. The range of idea's has proven to be limitless: from Greek myths to whale inspired mega planes [3] ; from Egyptian prosthetic toes [4] to a powered human exoskeleton [5] ; from bird inspired, flappingwing ornithopters to miniature drones [6] ; from the level of nanoparticles [7, 8] through traffic optimization strategies [9, 10] to sustainable waste recycling strategies [11, 12] ; from energy production [13] to energy harvesting [14] ; or from gecko skin inspired self-cleaning coatings [15] to fish-based flexible armor [16] . This bio-inspired interest is mainly in natural shapes, structures, patterns, materials and functions [17] [18] [19] . Apart from the naturerelated content, the Bio-Inspired Design (BID) thinking also shares other aspects with biology, even at the level of conceptual and philosophical approaches to understand the intriguing relationships between form and function: form creates function or vice versa [20, 21] .
Different strategies exist on how and to what degree concepts from nature are used in applications. They are frequently categorized based on some key principles, or rather nuances [1, 14, 22] . Biomimicry, sometimes considered a synonym for 'biomimetism', refers to the "philosophy and interdisciplinary design approaches taking nature as a model to meet the challenge of sustainable development (social, environmental and economic)" [22] [23] [24] . Other strategies, sometimes labeled as 'engineered biomimicry' [14] , are bio-replication ("direct replication of a structure found in living organisms, and thereby copy one or more functionalities"), biomimetics ("reproduction of the physical/chemical mechanisms underlying a specific functionality of a plant or animal") and bio-inspiration ("reproduction of the outcome of a certain functionality of a plant or an animal without reproducing either the physical/chemical mechanisms or the biological structure responsible for the outcome."). Even the concept 'biologize' is used, referring to existing human problems being rephrased in such a way, that an answer can be found in biology [25] . However, as many as there are terminologies and definitions, as much is the demarcation of each strategy quite fuzzy. For example, Tan, et al. [26] mention that biomimetics and biomimicry are sometimes considered as synonyms, and even a synonym with bionics. For pragmatic purposes, these approaches will further be referred to as 'Bio-Inspired Design (BID) thinking'.
Irrespective of such terminology overlap, what is the core of all of them is that they all rely in some way on the assumption that natural designs result from an evolutionary process that strives for optimization. This makes sense considering how the general idea of Darwin is commonly interpreted: evolution striving towards organisms iteratively becoming better adapted to their environment, resulting in an increased fitness [27] . However, in reality, this is not how evolution works at a mechanistic level, as well as there are many limitations on what is biologically possible for organisms to become modified. The focus of this paper is exactly on the pitfalls of this general assumption, by showing that this assumption is prone to generate false ideals towards optimization of BID. Several of these pitfalls are illustrated, as well as an optimized approach is suggested (coined 'evomimetics'), that could help engineers, not only in overcoming these pitfalls, but by doing so, improving the design process leading to better (and truly) optimized BIDs.
BIOMIMETIC CHALLENGES
The core strategy of any of the above-mentioned BID thinking processes involves the identification of biological potentials and somehow linking them to engineering problems. Along a series of steps from biology to engineering, involving identification, analysis, abstracting, implementation and testing, practitioners of BID are confronted with two major challenges: (1) "engineers and biologists speak different languages" [28] , yet biomimetics is about biologists and engineers translating biological solutions to solve problems through BIDs; and (2) the optimization potential of biological evolutionary processes may be overestimated.
Lost in translation
BID thinking implies a problem-solving approach for technological purposes, by looking at how organisms' problems have been solved through evolution. Even though most agree that an organism can be seen as a dynamic outcome of a process of evolutionary trial-and-error in response to environmental challenges, identifying and defining exactly what these problems are becomes more difficult [29] . The consensus is that for research on BIDs, a proper understanding of the underlying biological structure and function is pivotal. However, this understanding is generally considered to be sufficient when the structure-function relationships in biological systems are well understood (for behavioral functions, also organism interactions are considered) [26, 30] . By understanding natural structures, patterns and functions, it is seemed adequate to translate these into analogies that can be understood by engineers. This remains a challenge, considering that functionalities in engineering are not necessarily analogous in complexity to how they are manifested in natural systems. A natural function is frequently considered to be hierarchical and dynamical, in contrast to engineering functions. It is being recognized that natural functionality relies on "information embedded at various hierarchical levels" [31] , but it remains unclear on what this information and these levels are. Yet, the statement is true, when looking closer into the underlying evolutionary processes that cause natural functions to emerge. The three most important challenges a designer is confronted with, when browsing the literature on biological entities (structures, functions, mechanisms, physical properties and ruling environmental conditions) are findability, recognizability and understandability [31] . These challenges should actually be seen at two levels: at the descriptive context of what the biological structures and function are, but also with respect to what the evolutionary track is that led to these structures and functions. Kruiper, et al. [31] focused on the former, this paper here focuses especially on the latter.
The translation challenge in BID research is how to properly grasp biological complexity and translate that towards tangible technological functionality, and thus is not to be seen as a 'direct carry-over from biology' to technology [32] . For dealing with biological complexity, researchers exploring biomimetic potentials "need to take much greater advantage of the knowledge and expertise of biologists -be they ecologists, microbiologists or specialists in evolution, organisms, cells or molecules" [33] . Most biomimetic papers focus on a single species or refer to 'a cell' in a too generalized manner. In a similar manner, the process of evolution itself is lacking, where "biologists can match a problem that a researcher maybe is trying to tackle to a specific species, environment or suite of evolutionary conditions". Specific subdisciplines in biology, such as evolutionary biology and functional morphology could be particularly relevant. Already understanding how individual species solved biological problems can be instrumental for researchers in BID, whereas, working with evolutionary biologists to study entire evolutionary lineages of species can provide a more generic understanding of how form and function dynamically relates to a changing environment. Speck and Speck [32] rightfully claim that in a bottom-up approach, the first step requires a fundamental approach by studying the 'mechanics and functional morphology of a biological system'.
A problem with the BID translation may then especially arise when the same words have different connotations in biology versus engineering sciences. Not only does this compromise the actual translation, but it also creates incompatibilities when automated search engines try to identify and link biological contexts to engineering contexts. Even the basic components of a design, i.e. 'structure' and 'function', are interpreted somehow differently. A 'structure' in engineering actually refers to a an 'element of a Bauplan' in organismal biology (where the 'Bauplan' reflects the combination of all such elements into a living organism) [34] . In the same context, a 'structure' in biology then specifically refers to only one sublevel of the element's morphology, i.e. the "topographic set of all material cellular, intra-cellular and inter-cellular parts which fill up the internal space of the element". The 'morphology' of an element is then defined by this structure, as well as by its size, shape and position (within the organism). Elements are then assembled in different 'apparatuses', which through a specific 'mechanism' (defined by the interaction between the elements into an apparatus) perform one or more specific 'functions'.
'Function' is considered to be the key concept in biomimetics, the level at which translation from biology to engineering is feasible [31] . In engineering, a 'function' has been defined as "an operation performed on a flow of material, signal, or energy" [35] . More specifically for design and product development, functions are considered an important abstraction level, seen as the specific tasks a design or product has to perform [36] . Here, functions also involve the process efficiency, from the design labor up to bringing the designs to market. Functions are also considered as units for problem decomposition, partially defined by what a particular customer needs [37] . Several functions defined for engineering design [37] , actually match well with those identified in biology. However, in biology, a nuance can be made between 'function' and 'biological role', where a function takes in the biological role when it contributes to the maintenance of the complete organism in a spatio-temporal context. Take the jaw system in rodents: the lower jaw comprises a single element (a dentary bone, equipped with large teeth) that interacts with other elements to form the jaw apparatus: it forms a mobile joint with the skull and is connected to it through several muscles. One specific 'function' of this jaw apparatus is to move the lower jaw in a sufficiently powerful way so that teeth can chew food or other objects, where 'performance' is then a measure of how well the function is performed. Frequently, a single apparatus performs multiple functions. In some rodents, such as subterranean mole-rats, the biological role of the jaw apparatus is then to feed, to fight and to dig protective tunnels [38, 39] .
It becomes even more problematic when trying to define the nature of links that may exist between structures and functions, i.e. "trade-off relations, causality, correlations, associations, separations, processes and identities" [31, 40] . Just as in engineering sciences, it is crucial to distinguish causalities from non-causal correlations in biology. However, considering the complex hierarchy that may underly correlated interactions in natural systems, this is a continuous challenge for evolutionary biologists. Identifying the cause and consequence is even close to impossible in many cases, as the details of the evolutionary polarity (at population levels) are generally unknown. This debate has ruled biology for centuries, including the one on whether form causes function to change, or whether it is function that causes form to change. Less difficult to grasp, but yet highly relevant for evolutionary biology, is the concept of 'trade-offs'. Also here, the interpretation of a trade-off in biology may entail a broader spectrum than what is the case in engineering, again because of the multilayered evolutionary context. In engineering sciences, the concept of a Pareto set of combinations of two opposing functions reflects the set of desirable combinations of tradeoffs between these two functions [40] . Such trade-offs are frequently considered only at a single abstraction level within a technical context. For example, the best combination of the purchase price and fuel consumption of a car does not depend on other factors, such as historic background, whether the car designer was constrained in the design criteria because of previous car types, or whether the production of components was limited. That is where the analogy with biological trade-offs may fundamentally differ: the most optimized biological system does depend on evolutionary history, it does depend on ancestor-derived constraints and it does depend on flexibility in the genotypephenotype map as it becomes unrolled during development. As stated by Vincent [40] , the rather simple dichotomy that underlies pragmatic approaches, such as in a Pareto analysis, is far from similar to the complexity of biological, evolutionary hierarchy (with its 15 to 20 levels of hierarchy), which is characterized by unlimited number and types of trade-offs. In addition, trade-offs are only recognized as such when there is variation along the trade-off trajectory (so-called Pareto front). This implies that 'fixed trade-offs' (that show no variation in the trait combination) may not be identified as a true trade-off [41] . This makes sense from a practical-technical point of view, but does not from an evolutionary point of view. For example, the almost fixed condition of seven cervical vertebrae in mammals (very few exceptions exist) would thus not be considered as resulting from a trade-off. Yet, it is known that an interaction between the genetic programming of additional neck segments and an uncontrolled tissue proliferations during early embryogenesis results only in a viable trade-off if the number of neck segments is seven [42] .
This complexity of natural systems also makes it difficult for the two core aims of BID thinking: identifying a biological solution, and identifying the biological problem for which this solution emerged during evolution [31] . This implies that the problem needs to be properly identified first; only then the actual solution can be established. Identifying the true nature of a biological problem may seem trivial, but generally it is not because an integrated organism is built by several hierarchical levels of structures and functions, and their interactions and trade-offs. As an organism has to perform many functions 'in harmony', it becomes a challenge to disentangle them into specific solutions for specific problems. If this could be accomplished, the next question then is whether it can be verified if the solution of interest is optimized for the specific problem, or rather the best evolutionary compromise that is 'just good enough'? Even if that could be achieved, it remains to be solved whether the 'just good enough' is because it is indeed good enough to solve the problem (no better is needed), or whether the suboptimal solution is the best, biologically feasible solution considering all the evolutionary constraints (better is not possible).
What 'evolution' does … and does not
Natural selection, variation, speciation, adaptation, fitness, etc. … all are part of a highly complex process defining organismal evolution. Although the overall process is well established among evolutionary biologists, they are still trying to unravel every detail at every level of every evolutionary process, which spans from gene to ecosystem. It is then also evident that when BID researchers want to rely on this evolutionary process, they have to rely on a certain abstraction of what that process actually entails. In several cases, however, this abstraction becomes too generalized, leading to misconceptions and wrong assumptions. This is especially so with respect to whether evolution (1) can rely on an unlimited flexibility to find the best solution, (2) strives towards optimized organismal designs (both in structure and function), and (3) revolves only about the environment dictating how organisms will become modified. Some quotes from literature illustrate this.
• "Over the 3.8 million years since life is estimated to have begun to appear on Earth, evolution has resolved many of nature's challenges leading to lasting solutions with maximal performance using minimal resources" [43] . This quote makes a lot of sense, such as that 'minimal resources' reflects the energy conservation strategy that favors fitness improvement. However, evolutionary change of functional performance is not necessarily, and even rarely, towards a maximum. Rather, evolution through variation and natural selection actually strives towards 'just enough', because of this energy conservation strategy.
• The statement that "nature is creating better the biological structure than the technology developed by humans" does not hold when looking at (just to give one example) the scale of mega-constructions realized by humans, compared to the size limits terrestrial organisms deal with because of limitations in their structural components (even though some dinosaurs were gigantic, they did not reach the dimensions of mega bridges or sky scrapers because of constructional constraints) [44] .
• When referring to "all coupled biological factors and their causal relations must be taken into consideration when developing biologically inspired engineering designs" [26] , these 'all coupled biological factors' are generally considered only at a single organismal level, and not on an evolutionary spatio-temporal level (from gene to ecosystem) [25] .
• With respect to how evolutionary 'constraints' should be considered, Byrne, et al. [45] state that "adaptation and evolution allow organisms to exist within the constraints imposed on them by their respective environments", excluding constraints imposed by the organism itself.
Yet, sometimes particular nuances are made that try to raise awareness in the BID community about these potential pitfalls. Cohen and Reich [1] rightfully mention that "nature design solutions are not always optimal, ideal, elegant or perfect". Using the swimbladder of fish as an example, Kruiper, et al. [31] state that "one has to consider that certain properties to the system's components may not be optimized for the function of interest or not contributing to this function at all". Vincent [40] then warns about the adaptive nature of BIDs not being as trivial as may at first seem, saying that "unless environmental and physiological selection pressures can be defined, the adaptations cannot be understood…".
Conceptual pitfalls and erroneous assumptions by simplicity, when it comes to understanding the nature of adaptive evolution, has also plagued biological researchers in the same way as it does BID researchers. Particularly relevant is the so-called 'Panglossian paradigm', or the misconception that any change in evolution must be considered as an adaptive response, frequently resulting into scientific storytelling of adaptive stories that lack any proper hypothesis testing [46] . This misconception is based on the "faith in the power of natural selection as an optimizing agent", where "trade-offs among competing selective demands exert the only brake upon perfection". Particularly relevant for the BID thinking is that "we all say that not everything is adaptive; yet, faced with an organism, we tend to break it into parts and tell adaptive stories as if trade-offs among competing, well designed parts, were the only constraint upon perfection for each trait". Even more, this adaptionist assumption fails to consider that structural and functional changes can also arise without a selection process towards improved performance, i.e. through neutral evolution as a non-adaptive, alternative scenario [47] . Some examples of what are generally considered as textbook examples of adaptive stories, turned out to be wrong after proper empirical testing. For example, the neck of giraffes may rather result from sexual selection (instead of selection to reach the highest leaves) [48] and oxpeckers are not simply mutualistic tick removers for large mammals [49] .
EVOLUTIONARY SUBOPTIMIZATION IN BID
So how does evolution then work, if it should be selecting for the survival of the fittest but yet, does not necessarily come up with the most optimized solution for particular biological problems? The two main concepts in this context, that should clarify this, are 'survival of the fittest' and evolutionary limitations or 'constraints'.
Survival of the fittest
Only after Charles Darwin wrote his 'Origin of species', the concept of 'survival of the fittest' was coined, when the analogy was drawn between economics and his theory of evolution. This quickly led to a common misinterpretation as if evolution is the result of a selection process (natural selection) where only the individuals that are the fastest, the strongest, etc. are the ones fit enough to survive the harsh environment. However, this process is more complex, and less black and white than this.
Selection
Although it may seem straightforward that selection acts at the level of organisms, biologists agree that there is no unifying level at which variation is being filtered based on the response to particular environmental changes. First, 'natural selection' s.l. (as the opposite for 'artificial selection') comprises natural selection s.s. (environmentally driven), sexual selection (mating success driven) and kin selection (social context and genetic affinity driven). Natural selection may also act from a wide range of levels, i.e. from genes (e.g. selfish genes) [50] , apparatuses (e.g. feeding apparatus), individual organisms, sex (sexual selection), relatives (kin selection), breeding pairs (being the smallest sexually reproducing unit), colonies (e.g. social insects), populations (as they carry the gene pool from which adaptive variation can originate) to species [51] . It is important to emphasize that natural selection does not act directly on the genotype or the phenotype itself, but on the performance of the phenotype within its environmental context. Also, depending on the ecological setting in which natural selection takes place, only through directional selection will functional traits become more and more performant, potentially leading to the fastest, the strongest, etc. Yet, nature may also favor the average performance through stabilizing selection (e.g. a too high or too low birth weight in humans comes with negative consequences) or may even allow a more optimal use of natural resources by selecting for different phenotypes ('morphotypes') through disruptive selection (e.g. well-known examples in Darwin finches) [52] .
Irrespective of the selection level, it can be summarized that natural selection controls how organisms perform within their environment in such a way that reproductive success is optimized. This reproductive success, i.e. the number of viable offspring, is what 'fitness' actual means in biology. Here it is fair to talk about 'optimized', being 'finding the best solution, considering the available resources, to produce as much offspring with an as high as feasible chance of surviving'. That does not mean offspring is maximized, as this may even result in a lower fitness (e.g. larger number of smaller eggs are likely to increase mortality rate). One could thus say that 'fitness' refers to the biological performance at the level of an organism (to population or species), just as 'adaptation' refers to the performance at the level of an apparatus. A rodent jaw apparatus may thus be adapted for generating larger bite forces, facilitating access to new food resources that provide the energy for an increased and healthy offspring, thus fitness. However, as the organism is a complex and highly integrated architecture of apparatuses, it is the net result of increased or decreased performances of the individual apparatuses that when combined, determine the fitness effect. That implies that even maladaptations for particular functions can still be retained during evolution, as long as it does not undermine fitness (e.g. although the enlarged tail feathers of a male peacock are maladaptive for sustained flight performance, it is outweighed by its benefit for mate attractiveness and is thus selected for through sexual selection) [53] .
Non-adaptive evolution
Evolutionary changes in phenotypes may also result without actual natural selection, and thus without a selection on functional performance. Several mechanisms have been suggested that can explain this non-adaptive, neutral evolution, where random effects induce these changes (e.g. founder effects, bottle necks, genetic drift). That implies that what seems as optimized biological solutions to particular problems may come with a set of traits that have nothing to do with the optimization process.
Also nested interactions within the genotype-phenotype map may falsely give the impression of traits being optimized through adaptive evolution. Linkages between genetic maps for different traits (called epistatic interactions) imply that when natural selection acts upon one of the traits' performance, the other trait will change with it, independent of whether it comes with a performance improvement or not. Such pleiotropic effects [54] can thus give the impression of traits being optimized, whereas they are only the byproduct of the evolutionary optimization of another trait. This can create a different phenotypic landscape for the byproduct trait (the epigenetic landscape), which may differ from the adaptive landscape resulting from natural selection [55] . Not only at the genetic level, but also at the structural and functional levels, such linked interactions exist. Just as in architecture, many examples of evolutionary spandrels (coined by Gould and Lewontin [46] ) have been illustrated, such as bipedal locomotion in lizards [56] , the origin of the vocal system in birds [57] or the obstetric characteristics of the human pelvis [58] .
Constrained evolution
It should be clear now that it is too ideal to state that 'everything goes in evolution'. Evolution is constrained in so many ways (of which some are illustrated below), that evolutionary 'optimization' is most likely to result in a suboptimal solution. This totally undermines the BID dogma, as if "evolution has resolved many of nature's challenges leading to lasting solutions with maximal performance" [43] . As Speck and Speck [32] stated, "traits that have arisen through evolutionary processes, which depend on myriad factors such as the availability of genetic variation, are rarely perfect from an engineering perspective". Many types of evolutionary constraints are known, acting at many levels, such as gene expression, gene functionality, cell differentiation, tissue interactions, genetic ancestry, mechanical trade-offs, etc. This is all under the control of the so-called 'genotype-phenotype map', which explains why not all parts of biological morphospace have been filled during evolution (e.g. birds lack hairs, mammals don't have feathers) [59] [60] [61] . The underlying cause of why not all parts of morphospace have been occupied can be approached in two ways: (1) as a kind of force limiting the directionality of evolution, and (2) as a pattern illustrating that certain evolutionary trajectories are just not available for selection (because of the lack of available genetic variation) [41, 62] . A wrong assumption would be that unoccupied parts in biological morphospace simply reflect suboptimal designs that were outcompeted by the ones that do exist. Actually, both from an engineering and natural evolutionary perspective, virtually exploring non-existing phenotypes and their performance can provide answers to both questions on BID optimization and adaptive evolution [63] .
As a red line running through evolution, there is the phylogenetic constraint. That simply reflects the genetic line of ancestry, implying that any evolutionary transformation of a population or species has to start from the available genetic and inherited signature. Whereas in BID, engineers can start from any preferred starting point, that is not the case for biological designs. That implies that if the starting point was not optimal for a particular biological solution, any evolutionary trajectory from that point is likely to remain somehow suboptimal. Just as this genetic blueprint sets the starting point for a population to evolve, the genetic machinery of an undifferentiated, single cell (i.e. the zygote or fertilized egg cell) sets the starting point and limits for an embryo to develop. Many types of such developmental constraints are known to restrict developmental plasticity, such as non-viable genetic programming during embryogenesis, canalization of genetic variability into constrained phenotypic variability, to hierarchical linkages between developmental units within an embryo (modularity). One of the intriguing aspects of development is how genetic variation gets translated into phenotypic variation, which is clearly not a one-to-one or consistent process. Cases exist where subtle genetic variation creates substantial morphological variation, such as in domesticated dogs [64] or beaks of Darwin finches [65] . On the other side, substantial genetic variation may result in subtle phenotypic variation (e.g. highly similar African mole-rat species substantially differ in chromosome number [66] ). Additionally, genetic canalization during development funnels genetic diversity towards a certain level of constancy in phenotypes, which has been considered as an adaptive buffering response (e.g. to cope with negative effects of some mutations) [51] . Part of the mismatch between genetic and phenotypic variability lies in the types of genes involved, whether they are regulatory genes controlling other genes, or not. Minor changes in regulatory genes can accelerate evolutionary changes in a phenotype and its functioning, but only if they are compatible with the complete cellular machinery that controls development (mutations in regulatory genes are more likely to result in non-viable or arrested embryogenesis) [67, 68] . This regulation also exists between developmental units that comprise a developing embryo, where both new modules and new linkages between existing modules arise as the embryo undergoes tissue and organ differentiation. Similar as 'modularity' in design automation is reflecting an increased independency of units of a complex system (by reducing couplings between units, and hence allowing more evolutionary flexibility) [69] , does developmental modularity in biology arise from an increased ratio of intramodule integration compared to inter-module integration [67, 70] . They also converge onto the idea that modularity 'comes at the expense of optimal performance', [69] . Yet, the underlying control mechanisms for this intra-and inter-module integration follows substantially different rules and constraints. Biological modularity is generally mediated through cell signalling (e.g. cells of the apical ectodermal ridge in a developing limb bud signalling with underlying mesodermal cells to control musculoskeletal development, or bone-forming and -degrading cells being influenced by local regimes of mechanical loading) [71, 72] . Paradoxically, such biological modularities can both be constraining (modules control each other) and increasing variability (modules influence each other variably). Additionally, also the level of integration itself has been shown to be variable as well, where intensity in mechanical usage can alter the dependency of modules, even in an adaptive manner [73] .
For BID thinking, a more biological interpretation of both canalization and modularity could benefit BID optimization. First, the process of canalization and existence of developmental modularity, where genetic variation is funneled into a limited set of phenotypes, is highly relevant for BID researchers to consider, as it "makes unavailable certain phenotypes that might otherwise be adaptively advantageous" [67] . Second, within-module integration in biology may depend both on the genotype and the phenotype, whereas in engineering, only the phenotypic integration (materials) seems relevant [74, 75] . As such, variability of a single module relies on a substantially different selection process of where to work within biology vs engineering, as well as the selection process itself differs (evolutionary genotype and developmental constraints in biology versus material properties in engineering).
Comparing the rodent lower jaw dentary (being a single bone made of the same biomaterial) with a beam, the beam could be considered as a single module in engineering. Yet, the mouse mandible is comprised of different developmental modules that interact with each other developmentally in a hierarchical and variable manner [76] . Also the integrative hierarchy between modules is important to consider, as some modules may be more integrated with each other than others. Sometimes, evolution is incorrectly considered to act equally at all levels. It could be a challenge for BID researchers to improve design adaptability through modularity, by relying on feedback between modules and from the environment.
Does this mean that only biological systems are constrained, whereas engineering approaches in BID are not, or are totally dissimilar? The underlying mechanism and strategy may differ, but the complexity and intensity of selection may be similar. Just as evolutionary history guides organismal innovations, so does technological history define the scale of technological development. Especially relevant are constraints imposed by human technologies (e.g. from limitations in computing power to manufacturing processes). Still, a major difference between evolutionary vs engineering constraints lies in their driver, i.e. genetically imprinted history and random influences versus a wellconsidered choice by engineers.
EVOMIMETIC DESIGN THINKING
In an attempt to even further stimulate collaborations between engineers and biologists, the plea in this paper is to highlight underexplored potentials towards a proper BID optimization. BID thinking could be upgraded by a more elaborate integration of actual evolutionary processes, and thereby by identifying and thus removing underlying limitations in BID solutions …. hence, BID thinking 2.0 or here coined 'evomimetics'. Not only can the untangling of biological structures and functions open up new insights for BID thinking, also the reverse is true: reverse biomimetics can open up new avenues for studying evolutionary processes and how adaptations have arisen in the natural world [63, 77, 78] . As Meijer, et al. [79] perfectly formulated: "nature can serve as a template for future designs, given that the proper questions are asked and the potential pitfalls are identified. The most important pitfall to consider is the fact that nature does not strive for optimality".
With respect to avoiding phylogenetic constraints in BID optimization, a powerful tool applied by evolutionary morphologists to identify the nature of true adaptations may also be very useful to apply in BID, i.e. the study of convergent evolution. Considering that evolution works in a parsimonious way (i.e. the simplest solution is the most likely one), chances are rather low that similar phenotypes arose across unrelated evolutionary lineages performing similar functions, without the similarities reflecting adaptive solutions. The forelimb in bats, pterosaurs and birds are a perfect example of phylogenetic constraints versus adaptive solutions: they all have a highly similar, wing-shaped musculoskeletal architecture, yet they differ at some levels that reflect their different ancestry (e.g. birds lost multiple fingers, which they inherited from their theropod dinosaur ancestor) [80] . Also by comparing relationships between ecological variation across species and the associated functional-morphological variation, could be very powerful to identify the core traits that emerged in response to particular biological problems [81] .
Evomimetics could rely on methods in design automatization and optimization. Computational approaches using virtual designs outside the natural morphospace would allow to test whether nature has indeed reached a true optimum, or whether its suboptimal end product is the result of a variety of constraints. Through optimization modelling, virtual phenotypes that reach optimal performance could be generated and evaluated to what degree they match with natural performance. Identifying the differences could then provide insights in evolutionary constraints in the biological designs. For example, using robotic systems (with both morphology and controller allowed to evolve) would prove to be very instrumental for studying evolutionary constraints in musculoskeletal systems [69] . Experimental work showed that quite distinct solutions emerged from simulations to perform rather simple functions (e.g. bipedal locomotion). It is a fact that the last decade, biological and engineering sciences are converging towards each other substantially through novel computational methods, even when tackling biological-evolutionary questions. The same computational simulation methods commonly used to design and improve prototype performance in engineering, are being used to test specific hypotheses on adaptive evolution, hypotheses otherwise impossible to test by relying on biological organisms only. Even more strikingly, the reason why this is done is exactly the same as for BID thinking: to control for individual traits so that their specific functional contribution in an otherwise complexly coupled combination of traits can be disentangled. In biological research, this is done to test to what degree structural and functional constraints exist, or whether functional performance is non-constrained (i.e. optimal), relying on finite element modelling [82] , multi-body dynamics analysis [83, 84] , computational fluid dynamics [85] or dispersal behavior simulations [86] .
A first step in providing workable tools in evomimetics would be to better standardize correspondence between biological terminologies (with their nuances and evolutionary contexts) and engineering analogies, by elaborating on the existing databases and searching algorithms that facilitate the identification of BID solutions to existing engineering problems [26] . This could be expanding the Thesaurus for Bioinspired Engineering Design or the BioTRIZ with a more elaborate biological context and nuances of the included terminologies [35, 87] . An additional layer of filtering could be added to several of the existing BID problem-to-solution decision trees (biomimicry toolboxes), such as the Concept-Knowledge workflow, BioTriz, AskNature taxonomy, Biologically Inspired Adaptive System Design tool, etc., to also incorporate possible evolutionary constraints, in order to arrive at not only the best possible BID solution, but also at identifying potentials for further optimization [25, 31, [88] [89] [90] [91] .
Does this all imply that evomimetics would only be relevant for a solution-driven approach ('biology push'), rather than the more practical problem-driven one ('technology pull') [23] ? Not at all. Being able to more efficiently identify the underlying evolutionary constraints that prevented a biological design to reach optimized functionality towards a particular problem, may even speed up the process of finding the best BID solution for a technical problem. Essentially, three key components are needed once a particular engineering function of interest has been properly identified: (1) a database with known processes that can constrain adaptive evolution; (2) a database on metadata that defines at what levels and in what particular manner these constraining processes can influence natural designs; and (3) proper computational tools that link both datasets to generate a useful tool pack of engineering analogies, but in such a way that contextual information in each of those natural processes is preserved as much as possible [31] .
CONCLUSIONS
To the question on whether we can "outperform natural evolution" [69] , the answer is yes. It does require a not so straight-forward task of identifying possible reasons whether or not, and to what degree evolution resulted in a suboptimal BID solution. The basic toolbox exists to do just that, the knowledge too (with biologists and engineers). Tan, et al. [26] emphasized that the challenge in biomimetic engineering is to develop methods that "enable us to analyze the characteristics of different biological species in a biota or even in an ecosystem to support the innovations at the strategic, methodological, and organizational levels." Add the genotype-phenotype map in a historic-evolutionary wrapping, bring the biologists in full interaction with engineers, and evomimetics is born. This provides a rather conceptual framework, that further needs to be integrated with human technologies that outperform these biological limitations, as well as match up with technological constraints.
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